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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

ART WALL MEASURING 6’ x 14’ (21 TILES) PRICED $ 2,625
WESTLAKE VILLAGE, Calif. --- Textures3Dpanels.com the Los Angeles based designer and manufacturer of TEXTURES 3D® wall panels and Wave Wall panels has introduced ART WALL using its exciting collection of carved sculpted wall panel tiles as the canvas for an explosive range of hand painted works of fine art. Each tile measures 2'x2' and hand painted in bright acrylic colors that bursts with the creativity and intensity of an art gallery exhibit. ART WALL delivers a transformational emotional experience for those who view it.

ART WALL captures with its intensity and endless application of painting techniques the force that drives art collectors to buy oil or acrylic paintings solely on the merits of the artwork and not the fame of the painter. Each tile is a unique work of art that represents the artist’s mastery of the paint brush, the texture of the brush-strokes, and the combination of colors.

In a world where everything is now made by machines nothing elevates the spirit to feel good like the purest form of art- a painted surface in brilliant colors overlapping over each other.

TEXTURES 3D® ART WALL is priced to offer the ultimate art experience stimulating the visual senses at incredibly affordable prices of $125 per 2’x2’ tile. Tiles can be ordered in set form allowing the artist to assemble a collection tiles were colors and patterns flow, or they can be ordered individually leaving you to assemble a grouping of tiles that are pleasant and pleasurable to your discerning eye.

ART WALL is perfect for OFFICE installations, HOTEL lobbies, APARTMENT lobbies and hallways as well as the full range of commercial and residential.

ART WALL MEASURING 6’ x 30’ (45 TILES) PRICED $ 5,625
For more information on our products you may please see our website at www.Textures3Dpanels.com or you may contact us directly at sales@Textures3DPanels.com, or call us at 818-346-3480.